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After an intelligence test battery, the sixty right-

handed subjects (30 males, 30 Females) performed two visual

field (VF) reaction time (RT) tasks requiring odd-even

judgements concerning the whole numbers 1 through 8.

Numbers were presented as words, a right OF left-hemisphere

(LH) advantage task, or as bargraphs, a left LF right-

hemisphere (RH) advantage task, the height of the bargraphs

indicating the number. During the first half of the

experimental procedure, the subjects performed the OF tasks

with a short-term memory (STM) load of 0, 3, or 6 consonant

letters. During the second half of the experimental

procedure, the OF tasks were performed with a STM load of 0,

3, or 6 spatial locations.

In general, even under zero STM load conditions, OF

advantages appeared to be determined by the memory loads in

effect during preceding trials. Letter loads on preceding

trials produced RUF advantages for both the word and

bargraph tasks under zero load conditions, and spatial loads

produced a LVF advantage for the word task under zero

spatial load conditions. A RUF advantage for the bargraph



task on zero load trials during the spatial locations trials

may have been due to a practice effect. In all presentation

conditions, OF advantages shifted as a function of load and

were no longer significant during 3 or 6 load conditions.

Homogeneity of the sample with regard to intelligence

was probably responsible for the few significant relations

found among these tests and between these tests and the OF

task measures. For the RT variability measure, the

intraindividual standard deviations of RTs, interhemispheric

correlations showed a linear increase as ST1 loads increased

from 0 to 6. As mental workload increases the hemispheres

appear to become coupled into a general system in support of

lateralized task performances.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Prior research has shown attention plays an important

role in visual field (VF) asymmetries (Berryman & Kennelly,

1989), and differences exist in the integration/separation

of the hemispheres during lateralized task performance

(Berryman & Kennelly, 1990; Urbanczyk & Kennelly, in press).

Significant shifts in VF processing advantages were obtained

when attention was oriented by means of a central precue, or

a left hemisphere (LH) lateralized memory load. These

results, discussed in detail later, argue for the value of

an extension of this research. The present study looks at

the effects of both left hemisphere CLH) and right

hemisphere (RH) memory loads upon VF asymmetries and

hemispheric integration or coupling.

In addition to investigating VF asymmetries, through

reaction time and accuracy measures, Berryman and Kennelly

(1990) have demonstrated, by means of correlational

analyses, that the "resource", ability, or system necessary

to support lateralized task performances varies as a

function of task complexity. The dual task, divided

attention paradigm utilized in this research permits

analysis of "resources" required for lateralized task
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performance as task complexity is increased. Denenberg

(1380) proposed a systems model of brain organization which

views a positive correlation between the hemispheres as

indicating the degree of coupling, or integration of the

hemispheres. Positive correlations between left and right

hemisphere measures indicate that the hemispheres are

coupled together in a general system by means of a negative

feedback loop. The absence of a correlation suggests the

hemispheres are operating in an unintegrated fashion.

Correlational analyses provide a means of assessing the

degree of coupling between hemispheric measures under

different conditions.

The attentional "resources" required to support task

performance in a divided attention paradigm have been

suggested to be related to intelligence (Hunt, Pellegrino, &

Yee 1989; Stankov, 1983, 1989; Urbanczyk, Angel, & Kennelly,

1988; Urbanczyk & Kennelly, in press). As the demand upon

attentional "resources" increase, through an increase in

task complexity, the correlation between measures of "g",

and performance on the dependent measures of task

performance should increase.

The present study is intended to further investigate

the role of attention in UF asymmetries, identify shifts in

attentional "resources" and degree of hemispheric coupling

as task complexity is increased, and investigate the

relationship between attention and intelligence in a
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divided attention paradigm. To meet these objectives, the

study employs left and right hemisphere lateralized memory

loads, and left and right visual hemifield tasks, combined

in a dual task paradigm.

Attention's Role in OF Asummetries

Orienting attention to a stimulus can provide

significant processing advantages. Posner and Petersen

C1850) proposed an attentional system, separate from the

data processing system, which when used to attend to a

specific location, provides for more rapid and accurate

processing of stimuli at that location. Kinsbourne (1973)

argues that attention may be responsible for the

fluctuations in the magnitude of OF asymmetries. Berryman

and Kennelly (1989) specifically investigated the role of

attention in visual field CUF) asymmetries. Lateralized

visual hemifield tasks, bargraphs CLVF-RH advantage) and

word descriptions of digits (RVF-LH advantage), were

presented unilaterally and bilaterally with and without

valid cues designed to orient attention. Subjects were

required to make odd or even magnitude judgements on the

bargraph and word tasks.

Results replicated previous research CBoles, 1986,

1987) in that expected VF asymmetries were present for the

bargraph and word tasks during the cue absent condition for

bilateral, but not unilateral presentations. Apparently,

without attentional orientation, bilateral stimulation of



the visual hemifields is necessary to produce the expected

asymmetries. However, VF asymmetries disappeared for

bilateral presentations when valid cues were introduced.

One possible explanation is the valid cues diminished

hemispheric competition for a lateralized "resource" or

general attentional "resource".

Boles (1990) proposed the homolog activation hypothesis

to account for the VF asymmetries obtained during bilateral

stimulation. According to that interpretation, bilateral

stimulation disrupts normal communication between homologous

areas of the hemispheres producing the enhanced asymmetries.

Bilateral displays also produced slower reaction times

overall than unilateral presentation techniques (Hellige,

Jonsson, & Michimata, 1988).

Berryman and Kennelly (1989) show that when valid cues

were introduced during unilateral stimulus presentation, VF

asymmetries were significant for the bargraph (RH) task but

not the word (LH) task. The failure to find significant

asymmetries for the LH task supports the notion of the RH's

dominance for mediating spatial attention (Heilman & Van Den

Bell, 1979; Posner & Petersen, 1990; Weintraub & Mesulaum,

1987). Orienting attention to the RH-LVF improved

performance more than orienting attention to the LH-RVF.

These considerations argue for a dynamic model of asymmetry,

with the relative status of both hemispheres important in

determining VF processing advantages.



S
Lateralized Memoru Loads Attention and YF Advantages

Lateralized memory loads are another technique for
orienting attention, and have been frequently used to shift
OF advantage (e.g. Kinsbourne, 1973; Kinsbourne & Byrd,

1985). According to Kinsbourne's (1973) interpretation,

orientation of attention is determined by concurrent

lateralized activity. Lateralized memory loads bring about

an asymmetric activation of attention, biasing the gradient

of attention in favor of the more activated hemisphere and

the contralateral side of space. As a result, F advantages

may shift as a function of memory load.

When using word loads and a visual hemifield shape

recognition task, Kinsbourne and Byrd (1985) found a priming

effect for the RUF-LH with lighter loads which became an

interfering effect at the heavier loads. An expected LVF-RH

advantage was obtained in the zero load condition. Priming

occurred at intermediate levels of the LH load in the RUF

for the shape recognition task. At the highest load

condition, performance was interfered with in the RUF.

Performance in the LLF-RH was interfered with even at the
lightest loads. Kinsbourne and Byrd (1985) suggest that

attentional shifts away from the LUF toward the RUF

contribute to the verbal memory load priming and

interference effects. Hellige and Cox (1976) also found
significant LH priming effects at light loads in RUF-LH

performance with the same task.
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Priming and interference effects from studies employing

RH spatial loads are not as consistent. Strien and Bouma

(1980) utilized a LH letter identification task presented

with concurrent verbal and spatial loads. An overall

expected RUF advantage was obtained for the LH letter

identification task. Addition of the LH loads improved

performance in the RUF more than in the LUF due to a

selective activation by the LH load. However, the RH

spatial load failed to produce a consistent pattern of

selective attention with no priming or interference effects.

Evidence of RH priming by non-verbal concurrent tasks is

less consistent than the evidence of LH priming by verbal

tasks.

Presenting a lateralized memory load with two visual

hemifield tasks lateralized to different hemispheres was

investigated by Berryman and Kennelly (1990). A LH letter

load, either 0, 3, or 6 letters, was presented prior to

unilateral presentation of either a word task (RUF-LH

advantage) or bargraph task (LVF-RH advantage) representing

the whole numbers one to eight. Subjects were required to

retain the load while making an odd or even judgement on the

lateralized visual hemifield tasks. A significant LVF-RH

advantage was present in the zero and three load conditions

for the bargraph task which disappeared in the six load

condition. No OF advantages were found for the word task.
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However, like Hellige and Cox (1976), the light three letter
load improved performance for the LUF.

Obtaining the significant no load UF asymmetry for the
bargraph task during unilateral presentation is inconsistent
with prior research on unilateral presentation techniques
(Boles, 1986, 1987), However, uncertainty regarding trial
type may be the explanation. A randomized block design was
employed which prevented subjects from anticipating which
trial type would be next. Trials could include 0, 3, or 6
letter loads with a left or right UF presentation of a
bargrap- or word task. This uncertainty regarding trial

type may have activated the RH more than the LH which could
account for the asymmetry only for the bargraph CRH) task.
The RH dominance for mediating spatial attention can account
for this since the arousal experienced by subjects improved
performance in the LUF-RH, but not in the RUF-LH (Heilman &
Van Den Abell, 1978).

With the exception of Kinsbourne and Byrd (1985),
memory load studies have not been designed to allow
correlational analyses. Kinsbourne and Byrd (1985) found a
linear rise in correlation between visual fields as load was
increased. The correlations between visual fields were
highest in the most demanding six load condition.

Berryman and Kennelly (1990) also found increases in
the magnitude of correlations as task complexity was
increased. Subjects showed an increase in the magnitude of
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intercorrelations for individual's standard deviation of RT

as a function of load. These intercorrelations can be

considered interhemispheric correlations, since they involve

relationships between left (word, RVF) hemisphere and right

Cbargraphs, LUF) hemisphere measures. The expected pattern

of correlations as a function of letter load occurred (i.e.

zero load lowest, three load intermediate, and six load

highest). The hemispheres became more coupled into a

general system as load was increased, rather than operating

as independent processing elements. Tasks lateralized to

different hemispheres came to rely upon a general "resource"

as complexity was increased. With an increase in mental

load produced by the increase in number of consonant letters

held in memory during VF task performance, more coupling was

evident, suggesting more interhemispheric coupling and

functioning as a general system (Denenberg, 1980).

Berryman and Kennelly (1990) performed a principal

components factor analysis of each load condition for

individual's standard deviation of RT. Once again, there

was evidence for a general system, or "g", which underlies

VF reaction time (RT) performances to a greater extent as

letter load was increased. The amount of variance accounted

for by the first factor increased as load increased.

Principal components factor analysis is accepted as an

analytical technique for representing Spearman's "g",
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particularly when applied to the standard deviation of RT

(Jensen, 1982b).

Berryman and Kennelly (1330) found correlations between

letter load retention scores and VF RTs to be significantly

correlated more often for females than males. For the

females, then the dual task performances depended more upon

a common system. Interestingly enough, females had more

trouble retaining the letter memory loads than did the

males. Urbanczyk and Kennelly (in press) have found similar

gender differences in correlations and dual task performance

in a dual task study using finger tapping and digit and

spatial-location sequence retention.

Attention and Intelligence

Dual task studies have been used in recent years to

investigate attention and its relationship with

intelligence (Stankov, 1983, 1389; Urbanczyk, et al., 1988).

Some attentional models assume humans are limited in their

information handling capabilities (Posner, 1982). When

asked to perform two or more attention demanding tasks at

the same time, attention becomes divided, and performance on

one or more of the tasks may break down if attentional

"resources" are exhausted.

Spearman (1927) proposed a general ability or "g" in

human intelligence to account for the fact that almost all

cognitive task performances tend to be positively

correlated. This fact is sometimes called positive manifold



in the intelligence literature. In contrast, Thompson

(198) accounts for positive manifold by the assumption that

positive correlations between cognitive task performances

occur because of the degree of overlap of the many different

specific abilities which are required for task performances.

Divided attention studies have supported Spearman's

interpretation of positive manifold by suggesting that

"g" is attention (Stankov, 1983, 1989).

Attention demanding dual task studies, in a divided

attention paradigm, have shown higher correlations between

task performance during dual task versus single task

conditions. Fogarty and Stankov (1982) utilized several

dual tasks dealing with letter memory, reordering, and

series combined with tonal memory, reordering, and series.

In most cases, correlations were higher between the two

tasks during dual task versus single task presentations.

Higher correlations suggest reliance upon a common

"resource", perhaps attentional activation, or "g".

Attentional activation can be further investigated when

the hemispheric balance of activation is a consideration.

Kinsbourne's (1973) model indicates that orientation of

attention is determined by concurrent lateralized activity.

Attention is centered only if the hemispheric activity is

balanced. Otherwise, when activation is asymmetric, the

gradient of attention favors the more activated hemisphere

and the contralateral side of space.

10
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Urbanczyk et al. (1888) applied Kinsbourne's theory to

research involving Spearman's "g" and attention in a dual

task paradigm. A primary task of finger tapping was

required with secondary task performance of retaining for a

short time a sequence of digits or a sequence of spatial

locations. The same hemisphere condition existed when

finger tapping oriented attention to the same hemisphere

supporting retention performance CLH - digit loads, or RH -

spatial loads). Different hemisphere conditions involve

orienting attention, through finger tapping, incongruently

with retention task performance. The correlations between

the sequence retention tasks were higher in the same

hemisphere condition versus the different hemisphere or

single task condition.

Urbanczyk et al. (1988) found that attentional ability

will not support performance in the divided attention

paradigm unless attention is properly oriented. The highest

correlations between retention performance in the same

hemisphere condition suggest more reliance upon a general

ability, perhaps Spearman's "g", to support task

performance. Their results provide evidence for identifying

Spearman's "g" with the cortical activation component of

attention.

Extending this line of research, Urbanczyk and Kennelly

(in press) oriented attention by means of body and eye

movements, and required performance on cognitive tasks



lateralized to opposite hemispheres. Once again,

performance became more dependent upon a common ability

under congruent orientation conditions. Urbanczyk and

Kennelly (in press) suggest that congruent attentional

orienting may couple or integrate regions of the two

hemispheres while incongruent orientation may actually

produce a decoupling effect. This is consistent with a

general systems model of brain organization where positive

correlation between the elements of a system indicate that

the elements are coupled together in a general system

CDenenberg, 1980). The orientation of attention may produce

shifts in cortical activation which in turn produce changes

in coupling or integration (Urbanczyk & Kennelly, in press).

Jensen (1982a) discusses the relationship between

choice RT tasks and general intelligence. As the complexity

of the RT stimulus is increased, the relationship between RT

and "g" also increases, particularly for the individual's

variation of RT. Intraindividual variability in RT has

generally proven to be the best RT correlate of "g".

However, overall, correlations between RT tasks and "g" are

relatively low, around .35, and sensitive to factors such as

the heterogeneity of the sample, and the difficulty of the

RT stimulus. Jensen (1982a) suggests that the basis of

these correlations, due to the speediness of responses, is

related to success in dealing with cognitive tasks, in that

the information load puts demands on an individual's limited

12
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capacity. Limited capacity models assume attention to be a
major factor in determining an individual's processing

capability (Posner, 1982).

Present Studu

The benefits of using lateralized tasks in a divided

attention paradigm for investigating attention and OF

asymmetries, have been shown (Berryman & Kennelly, 1990).

In the present study, lateralized memory loads were

presented prior to visual hemifield tasks in a dual task

paradigm. Subjects were required to retain the load while

making an odd or even magnitude judgement on the visual

hemifield task.

The procedures were similar to those used in previous

experimentation on letter loads and allow comparison of

results across studies (Berryman & Kennelly, 190). The
only difference between procedures involved the number of
trials, 16 of each trial type in the previous study and 8 in
the present study, and presentation time of the letter load.

Letter load presentation time was increased from 250 msec to
500 msec because of the difficulty subjects expressed in

dealing with a 250 msec presentation time. Due to these

main differences, and the large differences in results

between the Berryman and Kennelly (1890) previous letter

load study and the present study, a re-analysis of the

previous letter load study reaction times and accuracy was

undertaken on the first 8 trials only, for comparing results
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to the present letter load study. The results of the

previous letter load study's first 8 trials are presented as

Experiment 1 since these results aid in the interpretation

of the current study's letter load results which are

presented as Experiment 2.

Experiment 1 re-analyzes the median RT and accuracy of

the previous letter load study for the first 8 trials.

Experiment 2 is the new letter load study with the LH load

being consonant letters identical to those employed by

Berryman and Kennelly (1990). Experiment 3 introduces the

RH spatial load by employing a computerized version of the

irregularly arranged spaces used in prior research

(Urbanczyk, et al., 1988). In all cases, the magnitude of

the load was either 0, 3, or 6, depending upon the

particular trial type. Visual hemifield tasks were strongly

lateralized tasks consisting of bargraphs (RH-LVF advantage)

and words (LH-RVF advantage), as substantiated by prior

research (Berryman & Kennelly, 1983, 1990; Boles, 1986,

1987).

Task complexity was a concern considering the

uncertainty regarding trial type and the attentional

demands due to the dual task paradigm. Therefore, letter

load trials (experiment 2) and spatial load trials

(experiment 3) were administered separately, but on the same

subjects, with a brief rest period between conditions. Even

with the separation of load types, individuals did
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experience uncertainty regarding trial type, with no prior

knowledge of the stimulus type (bargraph or word), visual

field of presentation (LVF or RYF), or magnitude of the load

(0, 3, or 6) for any particular trial.

Despite the unilateral presentation technique of the

visual hemifield tasks, results were expected to

indicate significant shifts in OF processing advantages as a

function of load. Asymmetries for the tasks were

expected to be significant in the zero load condition

because of the RH arousal which appears to be a result of

uncertainty regard trial type (Berryman & Kennelly, 1930).

Bilateral stimulation of both hemifields is not considered

necessary to produce OF advantages, particularly for the

bargraph task, with the present study (Berryman & Kennelly,

1989; Boles, 1987).

Priming and interference effects were expected for both

the letter and spatial load conditions. Kinsbourne and Byrd

(1985) obtained LH priming during light loads which enhanced

RUF-LH performance of a RH-LVF task, but interfered with

performance at the heavier loads. Hellige and Cox (1976)

also found a priming effect for light LH loads which

disappeared during heavier loads. Interference effects were

expected in the present study, particularly in the six load

condition, which can reverse OF asymmetry patterns that are

present in the zero load condition. Lateralized memory

loads are another technique for orienting attention, and
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consequently, were expected to have significant effects on

VF asymmetries (Berryman & Kennelly, 1990).

Loads were expected to be retained better, in the three

and six load conditions, as a function of task, bargraphs

(RH) or words CLH), and JF of presentation. Berryman and

Kennelly (1990) showed evidence supporting the pattern of

retention performance where performance is facilitated when

stimuli are presented to the opposite hemisphere during

light loads and same hemisphere during heavier loads. One

possible explanation is the interfering or activating

effects due to the functional cerebral space supporting task

performance (Kinsbourne & Hicks, 1978). Subjects

experienced difficulty shifting attention in the higher load

condition.

Correlational analyses were expected to provide

insights into processing "resources" required to support

task performance, and allow investigation of the

relationship between intelligence and task performance as

complexity is varied. An increase in the intercorrelations,

particularly for individual's standard deviation of RT,

should occur as a function of load. A principal components

factor analysis on the same measure was expected to indicate

more reliance upon a general system, or "resource", as load
increased. More variance should be accounted for by the

first factor in the heavier load conditions.
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If an increase in the magnitude of correlations signify

more reliance upon a general "resource", perhaps attentional

activation CBerryman & Kennelly, 1990; Kinsbourne & Byrd,

1985; Urbanczyk, et al., 1988; Urbanczyk & Kennelly, in

press), then the correlations between a measure of "g" and
each of the dependent measures of dual task performance

should also increase as load increases. Furthermore, the

standard deviation of reaction time performance should have
indicated this to a greater extent than would median

reaction times or accuracy measures (Jensen, 1982a).

Sex differences were also expected, with females

showing a higher degree of correlation, or more reliance

upon "g", at lighter loads than do males. Previous research

suggest the female brain operates more bilaterally, with

more hemispheric interconnections, and more utilization of a
general "resource" at lighter loads (Berryman & Kennelly,

1990; Kimura, 1987; Urbanczyk & Kennelly, in press;

Witelson, 1988).



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Experiment 1 involved re-analyzing data from the first

8 trials of the previous letter load study. The methodology

of the previous study was essentially identical to that

given for experiments 2 and 3. The only difference was

twice the number of trials, and a shorter presentation time

(250 msec) for the letter loads compared to experiment 2

(500 msec). Details of the methodology utilized in

experiment 1 are provided in Berryman and Kennelly (1330).

The following methodology applies for experiments 2 and 3.

Sub sects

Sixty subjects, 30 males and 30 females, all self-

reported right handers, participated in both experiments 2

and 3.

Aparatus

An IBM compatible personal computer, with a touch

screen, was utilized for stimulus presentation. Application

software, developed in QuickBASIC, presented letter loads,

spatial loads, bargraphs, and words on the CRT and record

responses with controlled timing accuracies of plus or minus

I msec. A modified version of Segalowitz (1387) provided a

18
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real time clock assembly language routine for achieving

msec timing accuracy.

Instruments

Measures of fluid (6f) and crystallized (Gc)

intelligence were collected on subjects using an established

Gf-Gc sampler (Hayslip, 1985, 1989; Horn, 1975).

Stimuli

Lateralized numerical judgement tasks were bargraphs

and word digits similar to those used by Boles (1986, 1987)

and Berryman and Kennelly (1988, 1990). The bargraphs

represent numbers between one and eight with reference lines
provided at the 0, 'f, and 8 levels. Bargraphs have
horizontal and vertical measurements of 1.1 by 6.0 degrees
with subjects seated 51 cm from the CRT. The bargraphs were
presented in the LVF or RVF at an eccentricity of 3.9

degrees from central fixation. The word description of the
numbers "ONE" through "EIGHT" were displayed vertically in
the LVF or RVF at an eccentricity of '.3 degrees from

central fixation. Horizontal and vertical dimensions are

.34 by 2.1 to 3.8 degrees depending upon the number of

letters. The letter load was presented one letter at a time
at central fixation with horizontal and vertical

measurements of .67 by .3'f degrees. The spatial load is
presented in nine, 1.23 by 1.'f6 degree block outlines,

arranged in an irregular pattern on the CRT. Blocks of .67
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by .34 degrees are displayed in the block outlines to

indicate the spatial location for retention.

Procedure

Subjects were initially administered the Gf-Gc sampler

followed by two separate sessions, letter load and spatial

load trials, at one setting. Letter load trials were

completed before any spatial load trials were run.

Procedures for the letter load trials (experiment 2) and

spatial load trials (experiment 3) are identical, except for

the nature of the load.

For experiment 2, subjects initiated each trial by

pressing the space bar on the computer. Letters from the

load were then displayed 1 letter at a time, following a 750

msec blank screen, for 500 msec each with a 500 msec second

blank screen between letter presentations. Either 0, 3, or

6 letters were presented followed by a "." for 1 second, and

a 100 msec blank screen, signaling the end of the letter

load and beginning of stimulus presentation. The stimulus,

either a bargraph or word, was presented unilaterally in

either the LUF or RVF For 150 msec. Subjects responded by

pressing the home keys, J or F, to indicate their decisions.

Odd/Even key assignments were balanced across subjects. A 4

second timeout was provided which sounds a buzzer if no

response was made on a trial. Subjects were instructed to

respond as quickly and accurately as possible while

retaining the letter load. Following the response, subjects
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were required to enter the letters of the load, via the

keyboard, in the sequence they were presented. Once the

letters were entered, another trial could begin.

Subjects were trained for up to 5 minutes on bargraphs,

5 minutes on words, and 5 minutes of loads with bargraphs

and words to become familiar with the procedure. A total of
86 trials, 8 trials of each type, were randomly run for each
subject in a randomized block design. An equal number of

each bargraph or word magnitudes was presented for each

trial type. Letter selection for the load was randomly

selected from all possible consonants without duplicate

letters in any one load. Subjects were measured on reaction

time for response, accuracy of response, and accuracy of

recall of the letter load. Subjects were given 1/2 point

for each correct letter and 1/2 point if it was recalled in
the correct locations. Maximum possible scores on the

retention tasks is either 0, 3, or 6, depending on the

magnitude of the load.

At the end of the 86 letter load trials (experiment 2),

subjects were trained for 5 minutes on the spatial load

condition (experiment 3). The procedure was identical to
the letter load procedure with the exception that spatial

loads were presented on the screen for 1 second with a 250

msec delay between location presentations. Of the nine

locations, no two locations were selected during the same

trial. At the end of a trial subjects recalled the spatial
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sequence by touching the block outlines, which are re-

displayed on the screen, in the same location as at the

beginning of the trial. Scoring was the same for spatial

loads as letter loads, with a maximum score of either 0, 3,

or 6, depending on the magnitude of the load. There were 96
spatial load trials in a randomized block design as in the

letter load condition.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Experiment 1: VF Task Means

A re-analysis of the old letter load study (Berryman &
Kennelly, 1930) included analyzing RT and accuracy on the
first 8 trials for comparing results to experiment 2.
Gender did not occur as a significant main effect or
interaction in the MANOVA or followup ANOVAs for the VF
tasks (words and bargraphs). Therefore, folding across sex,
the design for the MANOVA and followup ANOVAS is a 2 (LYF
versus RVF) X 2 (words versus bargraphs) X 3 co, 3, or 6
letter loads) with repeated measures on all factors.

The means and standard deviations for these analyses

appear in Table 1. The MANOVA for median RTs and number
wrong yielded 3 main effects, a two way interaction, and a
three way interaction. Main effects were for task (words
versus bargraphs), ,(2,58) - 10.80, E < .01., visual field
(VF), FC2,58) = 7.89, P.< .01, and load, (L,236) - 8.66,
P < .01. Interactions included a two way interaction of
task by load, -(,236) = 5.78, P < .01, and a three way
interaction of task by VF by load, FL(,236) -= f .58, < .01.

The followup ANOVA of median RTs indicate main effects
for task 1, 59) 1'.29, < .01, and VF FC1,59) =13.99

23
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Table 1

Experiment 1: Re-Analusis of the first Eight Trials

Visual-Field Tasks Reaction Time (in msc) and Number

of Incorrect Res onses: deans and Standard Deviations

Reaction Time

No Load, LVF m

S..D

No Load, RUF m
SD

3 Load, LVF m

3 Load, RVF m

6 Load, LVF

SD

6 Load, RUF

SD

Incorrect Responses

No Load, LVF M

SD

No Load, RVF m
SD

3 Load, LVF m

SDE

3 Load, RUF m
SDB Load, LVF

6 Load, RUF M
.SD

Word

1132
L06

1129
366

1100
33Lj

1146
379

1131
352

1180
404

0.87
1.11

0.95
1.11

0.85
1.07

1.02
1.16

1.02
1.08

1.27
1.30

Bararnaphs

1153
367

1324
X66

1280
524

1297
457

1255
385

1298
L 1L

0.77
0.91

1.17
1.11

1.60
1.36

1.73
1.35

1.13

1.77
1 ,i1

i
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P < .01. A significant three way interaction of task by VF

by load, F(2,118) = 9.L-, , < .01, was obtained. See Figure

1 for the graph of this interaction. Simple effects

analysis for the bargraph task indicate a LUF load effect,

L(2,116) - 9.59, 8 < .01, with Newman-Keuls tests indicating

the zero load condition significantly faster than the three and

six load conditions. For the bargraph task, LUF RTs are

significantly faster than RUF reaction times only in the

zero load condition, F(1,59) = 31.20, P. < .01.

The followup ANOVA for number wrong yielded main

effects for task, LC1,59) - 13.99, j.< .01, OF C1,5s =

5.65, j < .05, and load LC2,118) - 18.04, E < .01. A

significant two way interaction of task by load also occurred

for the number wrong, LC2,118) - 8.9'1, E < .01, as shown in

Figure 2. Simple effects analysis for the bargraph task

indicate a load effect, F(2,116)- 24.6, E < .01, with

Newman-Keuls tests indicating the zero load condition being

more accurate than the three and six load conditions. The word

task was easier than the bargraph task in both the three load,

L(1,59)= 16.25, < .01, and six load conditions, L(1,59) =

8.53, p .<01.

Discussion - Experiment 1: YF task means.

The purpose of re-analyzing the old letter load data of

Berryman and Kennelly (1990) was to isolate the reason for

the differences in VF advantage, to be discussed later,

between the old study and the current letter load study
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(experiment 2). Re-analyzing the old data on the first 8
trials makes the results comparable in terms of practice

effects. The median RT data obtained in the re-analysis

shows the same basic pattern of RTs as a function of load,

VF, and task as originally obtained in the old letter load
analysis. In the zero load condition, a robust RH-LUF

advantage exists for the bargraph task, but is no longer

present in the three load condition. Apparently, practice

effects due to twice the number of trials in the original

analysis did not change the OF advantages in the zero load
condition. As cited in Berryman and Kennelly (1990), this

large VF advantage for the bargraph task could be due to the
RH dominance in mediating spatial attention (Heilman & an

Den Abell, 1979). Reaction times are significantly faster

in the LUF compared to the RUF. Accuracy data again shows

the bargraph task is more difficult than the word task,

especially at the higher loads (Berryman & Kennelly, 1989,

1990; Boles, 1987).

The only significant difference in results from the

original analysis and re-analysis is that the RH-LUF

advantage is larger in the re-analysis, and the RH-LF

advantage for the bargraph task in the three load condition
is present only in the original analysis. Perhaps as

practice continues, uncertainty decreases, decreasing the
size of the OF advantage in the zero load condition, and
increasing it in the three load condition. Figure 3
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illustrates RT performance on the second 8 trials and shows,

in relationship to the first 8 trials illustrated in Figure

1, how practice influenced VF advantages (Bradshaw &

Nettleton, 1989). These shifts in OF advantage are

important when results from experiment 3 are discussed.

Refer to Berryman and Kennelly (1990) for a detailed

description of the original analysis and interpretation.

The major finding of the re-analysis is the difference in OF

advantages obtained in experiment 2 and the old letter load

study are not a result of twice the number of trials in the

old study. Therefore, the only other difference between the

original analysis and the present letter load experiment

(experiment 2), which could account for the differences in

OF advantages, is the presentation time of the verbal memory

load.

Experiment 2: VF and Retention Task Means

Gender was not a factor in the MANOVA, consequently,

the design is a 2 (LVF versus RUF) X 2 (words versus

bargraphs) X 3 (0, 3, or 6 letter load), with repeated

measures on all factors. The means and standard deviations

for these analyses appear in Table 2. The MANOA for median

RTs, number wrong, and the standard deviation of each

subject's RTs, yielded main effects for task, FC3,57) =

10.39, s < .01, and load, FC6,234) - 3.10, P < .01. Two way
interactions were for task by load, CC6,23L ) - 5.87, g <

.01, and LF by load, FC6,234) - 4.01, p < .01. A three way
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Table 2

(Ex eriment 2): Visual-Feld Tasks Reaction Time (in ms).

Number of Incorrect Res onses and Ind vidual's Standard

Deviations of Reaction Times: Ieans and Standard Deviations

Reaction Time word

No Load, LYF m 107' 1190
SD 34#5 3LkL

No Load, RUF 1 1026 1099
S 323 352

3 Load, LmF 8m991 1132
SD 307 333

3 Load, RUF 880 1175
SD 306 390

6 Load, LVF 982 1100
SD 298 329

6 Load, RUF l 1015 1062
SD. 286 336

Incorrect Responses

No Load, LUF

No Load, RVF

3 Load, LVF

3 Load, RUF

6 Load, LUF

6 Load, RUF

SD

SD

SD

11

SD
fla

.M

0.53
0.83

0.58
0.7"

0.58
0.87

0.'#3
0.75

0.58
0.7'

0.82
0.97

0.39
0.88

0.92
1.05

1.15
1.0

1.08
1.05

0.87
0.95

1.17
1.08



Table 2 continued

SD of Reaction Times WBarcranhs

No Load, LVF 357 386
SD 238 208

No Load, RVF M 336 366
SD 217 198

3 Load, LUF M291 319
SD 228 218

3 Load, RVF M 315 3911
D 2'10 211

6 Load, LUF M21f7 361
SD 137 203

6 Load, RVF M32 324
SD 233 206

Note: LUF - left visual-field presentation of numbers.
RUF - right visual-field presentation of numbers.
No Load single task condition.
3 Load = dual task condition with three consonant
letters held in memory.
6 Load - dual task condition with six consonant
letters held in memory.

interaction of task by OF by load, LC6,23)< - 3.18, a .01,

was obtained.

The followup ANOVA of median RTs produced significant

sex effects, with a design of 2 (LVF versus RUF) X 2 (words

versus bargraphs) X 3 (0, 3, or 6 letter loads) X 2 (male

versus female). This analysis yielded main effects for task

S(1,58) - 20.18, < .01, VF, [C1,58) - L.i8, g < .05, and
load, F(2,116) - 8.65, a < .01. Two way interactions

include a task by load interaction, F(2,116) - 12.99,
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E < .01, and a VF by load interaction, FC2,116) - 8.51,

p < .01. The significant three way interaction was for task

by OF by load, LC2,116) - 4.30, p. < .01. See Figure 4 for a
graph of this interaction. Simple effects analysis for the

bargraph LUF indicate a significant load effect, FC2,116) -

8.02, P < .01, with Newman-Keuls tests indicating the zero

load RTs to be slower than the three or six load RTs. A

load effect is present for the bargraph RUF, ,(2,116) =

12.78, g < .01, with the three load being slower than the

zero or six load RTs. The load effect for the word LUF,

F(2,116) - 9.95, p < .01, is due to the zero load RTs being

slower than the three or six load RTs. In the zero load

condition, a significant RUF advantage is present for the

bargraph task, C1,59) - 17.61, p < .01, and for the word

task, L(1, 59) 4 .83, p. < .05.

A significant sex by UF interaction for median RTs,

L(1,58) - 6.28, E < .05, was caused by an overall RUF

advantage for females, L(1,29) - 10.75, E < .01, and faster
male RTs in both the LVF, FC1,29) - 180.5, < .01, and RUF,

L(1,29) - 95.18, E < .01, as compared to females. See

Figure 5 for a graph of this interaction.

The followup ANOVA for the standard deviation of RTs

indicated no significant sex effects, significant main

effects for task, L(1,59) - 8.82, p < .01, and load,

(1,59) - 3.47, 2 < .05, and a significant three way

interaction of task by UF by load, LC2,188) - 5.77, P < .01.
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Simple effects analysis for the bargraph RUF indicate a load
effect, ,C2,116) - 3.10, P. < .05, with the six load RTs
being less variable than the zero or three load RTs. The
word LUF load effect, L(2,116) - 7.65, p < .01, is due to
the zero load RTs being significantly more variable than the
three or six load RTs. The word task had a LVF advantage,

less variability, in the six load condition, L(1,59) -

11.67, a < .01. See Figure 6 for a graph of this

interaction.

The followup ANOVA for number wrong yielded no

significant sex effects, a main effect for task, L(1,58) =

22.73, P < .01, and a two way interaction of VF by load,

F(2,116) - 3.25, p < .05. Simple effects analysis of the

LUF indicate a significant load effect, F(2,116) - 3.81, P <

.05, but no significant differences on the followup Newman-

Keuls test. A LUF advantage was present in the six load

condition, LC1,59) - 'L.87, P. < .05, with better accuracy in
the LUF. See Figure 7 for a graph of this interaction.

For the three and six load conditions, separate MANOVAs

and ANOUAs were run on retention performance, median RT, and
number wrong. Retention performance for the letter load is
shown in Table 3. For both the three and six load analyses

gender was not a factor. The MANOVA and follow ANOVAs were
2 (LVF versus RUF) X 2 (words versus bargraphs) repeated

measures analyses at each load condition.
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Table 3

(Experiment 2) Retention Scores: Means and Standard

Deviations

Words Bargraphs

3 Load, LVF

3 Load, RVF

6 Load, LUF

6 Load, RUF

Males Females Males Females

S2.93 2.98 2.93 2.93
0.15 0.05 0.12 0.10

2.91 2.97 2.92 2.8
0.17 0.08 0.16 0.10

M '.78 f.73 L.67 ' a

0.81 0.93 0.75 0.86

05.77 .83 .95 I.8
SD 0.85 0.80 0.83 0.80

Note: LVF - left visual-field presentation of numbers.RUF - right visual-field presentation of numbers
3 Load -three consonant letters retention,
6 Load - six consonant letters retention.

For the three load condition, the MANOVA for median
RTs, number wrong, and retention yielded a main effect for
task, F(3,57) = 13.72 .01. Folowup ANOVAs indicate
this main effect for task in the ANOAs for median RT,

L(1,59) - 28.16, g < .01, number wrong, ,C1,59) - 19.39,
g < .01, and retention, C,49 - 4.55, , < .05, with the

word task being easier and resulting in better retention of
the letter load.
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For the six load condition, the MANOUA yielded a main

effects for task, C3 ,57) =.79, < .01, and UF, C3,57)=

3.66, P < .01, and a task by UF interaction, FC3,57) - 6.06,
< .01. Followup ANOVAs for median RT yielded a task main

effect,L F -3.82, < .01, and task by VF interaction,

(1,59) s- 4.77, P < .05, due to the advantage for words over
bargraphs in the LUF, C1,59) - 14.71, E < .01. Refer to
Figure 8 for a graph of this interaction. The number wrong
ANOA indicated a main effect for task, L(1,59) - 8.07, <
.01, and VF, LC1,59) - 5.63, E < .05. Accuracy was better
on the word task and in the LVF. The followup ANOUA on
retention scores yielded a main effect for VF, .FC1,59) -

21.11, E < .01, and a task by JF interaction, FC1,59) =

1#.97, .<01. This interaction in graphed in Figure 9.
Simple effects analysis indicates retention is better when
bargraphs are presented in the LUF versus the RUF, FC1,59) =

37.94, . < .01. Retention is higher in the LUF when
bargraphs are presented, FC1,5S) - 8.55, p < .01, and in the

RUF when words are presented, LC1,59) = 6.51, P < .01.

Discussion - Ex eriment 2: OF and etention task means.
Significant LH-RUF advantages are present for both the
bargraph and word tasks in the zero load condition. This
differs from experiment 1 with a reversal in OF advantage

for the bargraph task, and the presence of a LF advantage

for the word task in the same direction as the bargraph

task. Since re-analyzing data on the first 8 trials of
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Berryman and Kennelly (1990) did not change the direction of

the OF advantage for the bargraph task, mechanisms other

than practice may be responsible for the differences 
in OF

advantage between experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, letter

load presentation time was increased from 
250 msec in

experiment 1 to 500 msec in experiment 2. Even though the

differences are in the zero load condition, subjects may be

more highly aroused in experiment 1 in anticipation of

letter presentations of a short duration. Uncertainty and

subsequent arousal can influence YF processing advantages

through facilitation of RT performance in the LYF CBerryman

& Kennelly, 1990; Heilman & Van Den Abell, 1979). With the

new presentation times, and reduced arousal of subjects,

that LYF advantage is no longer present.

Apparently, a LH priming effect carrying over from

preceding three or six letter load trials is improving RT

performance in the RUF in the zero load condition for both

the bargraph and word tasks in experiment 2. The greater

priming effect of the load in experiment 2, relative to its

effect in experiment 1, may have to do with the greater ease

of the subjects encoding the consonant letter loads in

experiment 2.

However, as load is actually applied, these YF

advantages are no longer significant. For the bargraph

task, three load performance is improved in the LVF and

interfered with in the RVF. This is consistent with prior
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research showing a priming effect of the RH-LYF with a light

LH verbal load (Hellige & Cox, 1976). Interference appears

to be occurring for the bargraph task in the RYF, with a LH

load and RUF presentation of a RH task causing difficulties

due to either encoding or transfer of the stimulus image to

the RH. Improvements in RT in the six load condition for

bargraphs is due to a speed accuracy tradeoff, 
with more

errors in the RYF versus the LYF for six load presentations.

Subjects may have hurried to respond to the visual hemifield

task to reduce the amount of time they were required to hold

the higher loads in short term memory (STM). As a result,

accuracy was sacrificed. The main effects for task in both

RT and accuracy measures replicates the finding that the

bargraph task is more difficult than the word task overall

CBerryman & Kennelly, 1989, 1990; Boles, 1987).

The RYF advantage for the LH word task in the zero load

condition is also no longer significant in the three or six

load conditions. When load is applied, there is a

facilitation of RT in the LYF to a greater degree than in

the RYF which eliminates the RYF advantage present in the

zero load condition. Maximum separation of encoding and

load retention appears to be the optimal presentation

condition for the letter load trials (Kinsbourne & Hicks,

1979).

The standard deviation of individual's RTs shows a

reduction in RT variability for the LYF word presentations as
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load is increased and for RUF bar presentations 
in the six

load condition. Less variation in the heavier load

conditions may represent a perceived increase 
in stimulus

intensity as load increases, which has been shown to reduce

RT variation in other RT studies (Jensen, 1982a). The LVF

word advantage in the six load condition, as indicated by

less LUF variation compared to RUF word presentations, is a

result of the reduction in variation of LVF word

presentations as load is increased.

Analysis of retention performance in the three 
load

condition indicate letters are retained better during word

presentations independent of the VF or task. 
Retention

performance in the six load condition is much more complex

with the more difficult six letter load. Retention is

better when bargraphs are presented in the RUF versus 
the

LVF. With no VF effect for the word task, this results in

better retention when words are presented in the LVF and

bargraphs presented in the RUF. Accuracy in the six load

condition is poorer in the RUF than LVF, and RTs for the

bargraph task are slower compared to the word task 
in the

LVF, but not RUF. Therefore, a complex tradeoff exist

between retention of the letter loads and performance on the

visual hemifield task. Emphasis is on load retention when

tasks are presented in the RUF, resulting in poor accuracy.

In the LVF, bargraph RTs are slower and retention is poor,

with accuracy being good. When faced with attention
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demanding tasks, subjects performance on one or both tasks

usually suffer as task complexity is increased (Posner,

1982).

A sex difference was obtained on the RT measure, with

males being faster than females overall, but more so in the

LVF. This sex difference, considered with those in

experiment 3, are discussed in the summary.

Experiment 3: OF and Retention Task Means

The design is identical to experiment 2. Means and

standard deviations of the OF measures are presented in

Table '1. The MANOVA of median RTs, number wrong, and

standard deviation of RT yielded significant main effects

for task, i(3, 56) - 7.q7, g < .01, and load L(6,230) 2.62,

< .05. Interactions of task by VF, F(3,56) - q.33, $ <

.01, and task by OF by load L(6,230) - 2.'12, , < .05, were

also obtained. Sex effects included interactions of sex by

task, L(3,56) - 3.10, g < .05, and sex by task by VF,

F(6,230)- 2.18, < .05.

The followup ANOVA for median RT identified main

effects for task, L(1,58) - 20.35, < .01, load, L(2,116) -

'x.53, g < .05, and interactions of task by VF, F(1,58) -

8.82, g < .01, and task by VF by load, L(2,116) - 6.28,

p.< .01. See Figure 10 for a graph of this interaction.

Simple effects analysis for the bargraph task in the LF

yielded a significant load effect, L(2,116) - 8.' 1, p < .01,

with Newman-Keuls tests indicating the zero load condition
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Table 4

(Experiment 3): Visual-Field Tasks, Reaction Time (in msec).

Number of Incorrect Responses and Individuals' Standard

Deviati ns of Reaction Times: Means and Standard 
Deviations

Reaction Time

No Load, LVF m
SD

No Load, RUF 1
SD

3 Load, LVF m
SD

3 Load, RVF m
SD

6 Load, LVF 1

SD

6 Load, RF fi
SD

Incorrect Responses

No Load, LVF

No Load, RVF

3 Load, LVF

3 Load, RVF

6 Load, LVF

6 Load, RUF

MSD

1.SD

SD

D1SD

Fla

SD

Word

828
235

875
262

812
179

953
258

893
210

882
28k1

909
226

899
213

915
246

836
2L 5

805
197

828
210

0.53
0.79

0.71
0.87

0.57
0.77

0.78
0.98

0.65
0.97

0.72
0.83

0.80
1.02

0.67
0.73

0.75
0.88

0.75
0.90

0.93
1301

0.95
0.95

Lt8



Table continued

SD of Reaction

No Load, LUF

No Load, RUF

3 Load, LVF

3 Load, RUF

6 Load, LUF

6 Load, RUF

Times

SD

SDQ

U.

SD

U.

SD
SD

Words

251
191

291
238

208
168

230
149

211
156

238
180

Bargraphs

278
204

26L
202

270
189

2 1
154

234
132

267
186

Note: LUF - left visual-field presentation of numbers.

RUF - right visual-field presentation of numbers.

No Load = single task condition.
3 Load = dual task condition with three spatial

locations held in memory.
6 Load = dual task condition with six spatial

locations held in memory.

produced slower RTs than the three or six load conditions.

For the word task in the RUF, a significant load effect,

F(2,116) - 3.89, < .01, was present due to the zero load

condition producing slower RTs than the three and six load

conditions. In the zero load condition, there was a RUF

advantage for the bargraph task, F(1,59) - 12.81, g < .01,

and a LUF advantage for the word task, FC1,59) - 7.91,

P < .01.
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For the median RT measure, significant interactions of

sex by task, F(1,58) - i.41, p < .05, and sex by task by

load, L(2,116) - .51, . < .05, were obtained. See Figure

11 for a graph of the three way interaction. On the word

task, for females, there was a significant load effect,

(2,56)- 7.85, g < .01, with Newman-Keuls tests indicating

the zero load condition produced slower RTs than the 
three

or six load conditions. Words were responded to faster than

bargraphs for females in the three load condition, FC1,29) -

10.03, g < .01, and six load condition, L(1,29) - 11.85,

p < .01. There was no effect of task for male subjects.

The followup ANOVA for the standard deviation of RT

measure yielded a significant load effect, F(2,116) - L.69,

p < .05, and a sex by task interaction, L(1,58) - 8.71,

a < .01. See Figure 12 for a graph of this interaction.

Females were less variable on words than bargraphs, F(1,29)

9.96, P < .01, and males were less variable than females

on the bargraph task, [(1,29) - 11.33, E < .01. Followup

ANOVAs for the number wrong measure produced no significant

results.

For the three and six load conditions, separate MANOVAs

and ANOVAs were run on retention performance, median RT, and

number wrong. Retention performance for the spatial load is

shown in Table 5. For both the three and six load

conditions, the MANOVA and follow ANOVAs were a 2 (LVF

versus RVF) X 2 (words versus bargraphs) X 2 (males versus
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Table 5

(Experiment 3): RetentiOn Scores: deans and Standard

DeviatiOns

Words

Males Females

3 Load, LVF C 2.82 2.82

SD O.21- 0.27

3 Load, RUF M 2.85 2.85

O0.22 0.21

6 Load, LUF L7 t t4.55

SD 0.65 0.i8

6 Load, RUF t i.9 'I.69
SD 0.70 0.SL*

Bargraphs

Males Females

2.a84 2 . B9

0.20 0.27

2.71 2.7L*
0.21 0.22

f .78 L.5L*

0.73 0.67

4.73 Ls9

0.60 0.57

Note: LLF = left visual-field presentation of numbers.

RUF = right visual-field presentation of numbers.

3 Load = three spatial locations retention.

6 Load - six spatial locations retention.

females), with repeated measures analysis at each load

condition, and sex as a between group factor.

For the three load condition, the MANOVA for median

RTs, number wrong, and retention yielded main effects for

task, FL(3,56) -. L5, g < .01, and OF F(3,56) - 2.93,

< .05, and a task by OF interaction, F(3,56) q"80,

< .01. Sex effects included a sex by task interaction,

L(3,56) - 2.90, p < .05. The followup AN0VAs for median RT
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yielded main effects for task, F(1,58) - 12.13, p < .01, and

VF, LC1,58) - 5.08, P. < .05, and a sex by task

interaction, FC1,59) 7.*1, < .01. Refer to Figure 13

for a graph of this interaction. Simple effects analysis

indicate females were faster on the word task 
versus the

bargraph task, FC1,29) - 19.21, g < .01, and males were

faster than females on the bargraph task, L.(1,29) - 21.k0,

p < .01, but not on the word task. The followup ANOVA for

number wrong produced no significant results.

The followup ANOVA for retention yielded no sex

effects, but a significant main effect for task, F(1,59) =

5.98, P < .05, and task by VF interaction, F(1,59) - 13.0,

p. < .01. See Figure 1L for a graph of this interaction.

Retention was better when bargraphs were presented 
in the

LVF versus the RVF, F1,59) 15.05, P < .01, and when the

word task was presented in the RUF versus the bargraph task,

FC1,59) - 20.18, p < .01.

The six load MANOVA yielded a main effect for task,

F(3,55) 8.51, g < .01, and a sex by task interaction,

(C3,56) 2.80, g < .05. The followup ANOVA for median RT

also yielded a main effect for task, LC1,58 ) - 19.98, P.<

.01, and a sex by task interaction, LC1,58) - 5.50, P < .05.

A graph of this interaction is shown in Figure 15. Simple

effects analysis indicates females are faster on words than

bargraphs, LC1,29 ) - 23.15, p < .01, and males are
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significantly Faster than females on bargraphs, 
F(1,29) -

22.81, < < .01, but not on the word task.

The followup ANOVA for number wrong yielded a

significant main effect for task, L(1,58) - .'t5, < .01,

and a sex by task interaction, (1,58) - '. 5, , < .01. A

graph of this interaction is shown in Figure 16.

Decomposition of the interaction shows females are more

accurate on the word task than bargraphs, L(1,29) - 9.01,

p < .01, and males are more accurate on bargraphs than

females, L(1,29) - 6.84, g < .05, but not on words.

The followup ANOVA for retention performance did not

show gender to be a factor. A significant main effect for

task, L(1,59) - 5.81, g < .05, and a task by VF interaction,

,(1,59) - 5.93, g < .05, were obtained. Figure 17 is a

graph of this interaction. Decomposition of the interaction

shows retention is best when words are presented in the RUF,

L(1,59) - 6.91, g < .05, and in the RVF, retention is better

when words are presented versus bargraph presentations,

LC1,59)- 11.91, < .01.

Discussion - Experiment 3: VF and retention task means.

Introduction of the spatial load produced the same LH-RVF

advantage for the bargraph task, but shifted the VF

advantage for the word task to a RH-LUF advantage in the

zero load condition. Again, no significant OF advantages

were obtained in the three and six load conditions. The RH-

LUF advantage for the word task can be attributed to a RH
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load priming effect, with the RTs in the LUF being improved

by RH priming produced by preceding three or six load trials

involving the RH spatial loads. The disappearance of the

word task's LVF advantage in the loaded conditions is due to

a decrease in the RTs in the RUF, but not LUF, as load is

applied. Priming of a RH spatial load on RUF performance of

the LH word task may cause optimal performance due to the

separation of functional cerebral space (Kinsbourne & Hicks,

1979).

The LH-RVF advantage for the bargraph task with the

spatial load is more puzzling, and cannot be accounted for

by a RH load priming effect as the word task LVF-RH

advantage can. However, the re-analysis of the old letter

load study of Berryman and Kennelly (1980) can contribute to

understanding this relationship. When calculating the zero

load condition VF advantage for the bargraph task in the old

study, there is a huge LUF-RH advantage for the bargraph

task in the analysis of the first 8 trials, and a much

smaller LVF-RH advantage when considering data from all 16

trials. In fact, data from the second 8 trials, illustrated

in Figure 3, yields a RVF-LH advantage for the bargraph task

of 4j5 msec.

Visual field advantages shifted as a function of

practice (Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1989). The spatial load

trials of the present study followed the letter load trials

and were administered to subjects already practiced on 8
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trials of each trial type during the letter load

presentations. Overall, RTs are much faster in the spatial

load trials from this practice effect. Apparently, a

combination of practice and the nature of the RH load

produces the RUF-LH advantage for the bargraph task 
on the

spatial load study. Practice has less effect on the easier

LH word task.

The disappearance of the OF advantage in the higher

load conditions for the bargraph task is caused by an

improvement in LUF performance with load. The priming

effect of the actual spatial load significantly improves LF

performance of a RH task, and may be a result of an

activating effect of spatial load on RH performance. This

activating effect may be due to the close proximity of

functional cerebral space supporting the RH load and RT

performance of the RH bargraph task (Kinsbourne & Hicks,

1979).

Spatial retention in the three load condition shows

better retention when words versus bargraphs are presented

in the RUF, but no difference between tasks in the LF.

Since retention is not affected by the VF of word task

presentation, the RUF superiority of the word task on

retention is caused by a reduction in retention during RUF

presentation of bargraphs. Reaction time and accuracy data

does not indicate a tradeoff in performance, with bargraph
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tasks being slower and more difficult overall compared 
to

the word task.

Six load spatial retention shows a similar pattern of

retention with bargraphs presentations resulting in poorer

retention when presented in the RUF compared to word

presentations, and no LUF task differences. However, in

this case the RUF difference in retention by task is caused

by the word task presentations in the RUF producing 
better

spatial retention versus word task presentations in the LVF.

Once again, there is no tradeoff in performance for RT and

accuracy measures with bargraphs having slower RTs and more

errors overall than the word task. In the heavier six load

condition word task presentations may result in better

spatial retention because of the separation of tasks, RH

loads and RUF presentations of the LH task (Kinsbourne &

Hicks, 1978). An interference effect occurs when either

encoding of the LH word task or encoding and performance of

the RH bargraph task must occur in the LUF-RH. Heavier

loads are affected more by VF manipulation of the easier

word task and lighter loads are affected by OF manipulation

of the more difficult bargraph task.

Several sex effects are present in the spatial load

study. Overall females tend to have slower RTs and poorer

accuracy versus males on the bargraph task. The RH task

gives females more problems than males (Kimura, 1887).



Males have no difference in RTs for the two tasks, whereas

females do, especially in the higher load conditions.

Experiments 2 and 3: Correlational Results

Table 6 presents a summary of intercorrelations between

measures of visual task performance. The intercorrelations

for the accuracy measure should be approached with caution

due to the high rate of accuracy of subjects, see Tables 2

and 4. For this reason, the intercorrelations of number

wrong with itself, or any other variable, are not analyzed

in detail. Table 6 illustrates the high degree of

correlations between RT measures, both median RT and the

standard deviation of reaction time. Of the 576 possible

significant intercorrelations between median RT, all were

significant and relatively high, suggesting a high degree of

reliability for this measure.

Intercorrelations on the retention measure are analyzed

in detail only for the six load condition due to the ceiling

effect of retention performance in the three load condition,

shown in Tables 3 and S. Patterns of intercorrelations

between RT and retention, and retention and standard

deviation of RT, were broken down by sex in the six load

condition. Gender differences were obtained when

correlations between spatial retention and spatial standard

deviation of RTs were analyzed. Males had more significant

correlations (23/liB) than females (I/L8) in the six load

condition, g - 3.79, < .01. No differences by task or LJF
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Table 6

Number of' Sinificant Correlations Between Measures of

Iisual Task Performance

Load Condition

Let-Let

Measures:

RT - RT

SD - SD

#W- #W

A - A

RT - SD

RT - #W

RT - A

#W - SD

A - SD

A - #W

1L*L/1LkY

138/1

51/19k

69i/6Li

142/1'PI

1/96

7/Li9

0/96

17/96

Let-Sea

19i/LILI

87/I141f

26/69

138/ 1L

7/1LtL

36/96

12/LILI

8/96

27/96

Soa-Let

87/1-N

l.8/1*LI

26/6*

118/1'LI

3/iLILI

0/96

7/19LL

12/96

2/96

a-Spa

144/144

99/14iL

77/1LL

6L1/6Li

130/1 L1

2/1 4

38/96

3/1LL

L j/96

8/96

Total

576/576

11/576

228/576

180/256

528/576

20/576

75/38

29/576

6 L/38'f

5LI/381f

RT a Reaction Time
Standard Deviation
Accuracy (Number Wrong)
Retention Score
Letter Load Condition
Spatial Load Condition

SD
#W

A
LET
SPA

..........

s

s
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were obtained. Males also had more significant correlations

(21 /L 8) versus (1/48) for females, -= 5.'8, , < .01, on

letter load trial RTs (experiment 2) correlated with spatial

retention. A similar gender difference occurred for spatial

load RTs (experiment 3) with spatial retention, with more

male significant correlations (21/i8) versus female (0/8),

S- 5.05, E < .01. Once again, there were no differences

due to task or VF.

Correlations between visual task performance and scores

on the fluid and crystallized abilities were analyzed.

Table 7 summarizes the results of the fluid and crystallized

testing, and Table 8 presents the correlations with visual

task measures. No relationship between measures of visual

task performance, either median RT, standard deviation of

RT, accuracy, or retention, and scores on fluid or

crystallized measures, were obtained.

The intercorrelations of the standard deviation of RT

were analyzed extensively, because of the absence of any

floor or ceiling effects, and the value of its analysis as

shown by previous research (Berryman & Kennelly, 1990;

Jensen, 1982a). Table 9 presents those intercorrelations for

the entire sample, broken down by load. The correlations

presented may be considered interhemispheric correlations,

since they all involve relationships between what are to

some degree left hemisphere (words, RVF, letter load) and

right hemisphere (bargraphs, LUF, spatial load) measures.
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Table 7

Summary of Fluid and Crustallized Test Batteries

Males:

Fluid

Crystallized

Females:

Fluid

Crystallized

Sex Combined:

Fluid

Crystallized

Mean

19.63

15.77

20.33

16.63

19.98

16.20

Std. Dev.

If .27
3. 7

'#.31t

3.30

9.28

3.38

Correlation
N Coefficient

30

30

30

30

60

60

.15
" 1

.22

3,

.20

,

Note: Maximum possible scores:

Fluid - 30

Crystallized 28

Correlation Coefficient is between Fluid and

Crystallized Scores. (All were non-significant)

In the case where everything is different, visual

field, load, and task, the intercorrelations are presented

in Table 10. The expected pattern of correlations was for

zero load correlations to be the lowest, three load somewhat

higher, and six load correlations the highest. Page's test

for ordered alternatives was utilized to test this expected

pattern of correlations against the null hypothesis of no
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Table 8

Number of Significant Positive Correlations (Reflected)

Between Visual-Tasks/Retention and Intelligence Test

Condition

Zero Load Three Load Six Load T

Reaction Time:

Fluid 0 0 0/21

Crystallized 0 0 0 0/24

Standard Dev:

Fluid 0 0 0/2

Crystallized 0 0 0 0/2'f

Accuracy:

Fluid 1 0 3 1f/21

Crystallized 0 0 0/21

Retention:

Fluid N/A 1 1 2/16

Crystallized N/A 0 0 0/16

Total:

Fluid 1/2L 1/32 '1/32 6/88

Crystallized 0/21f 0/32 0/32 0/88
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Table 9

Visual-Field Tasks: Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation

of Reaction Time as a Function of Load

Bar
Zero Load LVF

Bar LVF-L 1.00

Bar RVF-L

Word LVF-L

Word RUF-L

Bar LVF-S

Bar RUF-S

Word LYF-S

Word RVF-S

Three Load

Bar LYF-L 1.00

Bar RUF-L

Word LUF-L

Word RUF-L

Bar LVF-S

Bar RVF-S

Word LUF-S

Word RUF-S

Letter Load

Bar Word
RVF LYF

.50** .39**

1.00 96**

1.00

.50**

1.00 .38**

1.00

Word
RVF

.51**

.05**

1.00

.23*

1.00

Spatial

Bar Bar
LVF RIF

.30** .25

35** .28*

.15 .00

.31* .20

1.00 0**

1.00

L 1** .17

39** .29*

.32* .1'i

.23 .22

1.00 .39**

1.00

Note:: L = Letter Load
S = Spatial Load

* 2. < .05

** . < .01

Bar Bargraphs Task
Word = Words Task

Load

Word
LYF

.22

.16

.16

.29*

.23

.1l

1.00

.30*

.27*

.36**

.32*

.22

Word
RYF

.10

.33

.1,

.23

.35**

.22

.15

1.00

.18

.3Lf**

.32*

.6l**

.36**

. 7**

.Lf1**

1900

1.00
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Table S continued

Vi u - i ld Tk: Intercorlation o Stand rd Deviation

of' Reaction Time as a Function of Load

Bar
Six Load LUF

Bar LUF-L 1.00

Bar RUF-L

Word LVF-L

Word RUF-L

Bar LUF-S

Bar RUF-S

Word LUF-S

Word RUF-S

Letter Load

Bar Word
RVF LUF

. L3** .39**

1.00 .92**

1.00

Ngte: L - Letter Load
S = Spatial Load

* < .05
** 2. < .01

Bar - Bargraphs Task
Word Words Task

difference in the correlations as a function of load

(Hollander & Wolfe, 1973, pp. 147-150), Ck- 3, n - 12) - 5

+ 16 + 33 54, a < .05. Page's test run on the 16

intercorrelations with only load being different produced a

similar stair step pattern in the correlations as a function

of load, :r( 3, n n=8) = 18 + 70 + 129 217, g < .01.

Word
RVF

.27**

.6Li**

1-.00

Spatial

Bar
RUF

53**

.18

33**

.55**

Bar
LUF

L5**

.28*

.38**

1.00

Load

Word
LVF

.32*

.23

LkL**

.I9k**

.16

.33*

1100

Word
RUF

.f1**

.37**

.31*

.15

.32*

.36**

x..00

1.00
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Table 10

Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation of Reaction Times

as a Function of Load Visual Field. and Task

Load Condition

Measures Intercorrelated

Word LUF CL) / Bar RVF CS) .00 .14 .18

Bar LUF CL) / Word RVF CS) .10 .18 .'1**

Bar RVF CL) / Word LVF CS) .16 .27* .23

Word RVF CL) / Bar LVF CS) .31* .23 .38''

Nj;: These conditions represent maximum separation of

performance by load, visual field, and task.

Bar - Bargraph Task * P. < .05.
Word - Word Task ** < .01.
LVF - Left Visual Field
RVF Right Visual Field
L - Letter Load
S - Spatial Load

In both cases, the magnitude of the correlations increase as

a function of load.

Table 11 presents the average intercorrelations as a

function of load under varying presentation conditions. As

shown, the lowest interhemispheric correlations, which stair

step as a function of load, are when everything is

different; task, VF, and load.
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Table 11

Average Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation of Reaction

Time as a Function of Load Visual Field. and Task

Load Condition

-.~oad 3-Load 6-Load Average

Load

0

S

6.

S.3

C,

4 j

U.

D

S

D

D

S

S

D

Task

D

D

S

D

S

D

S

.1L

.23

.26

.31

.24

.3 k

.38

.21

.29

.31

.36

. t2

0 f6

.31

.23

. 3

.29

.36

.50

.22

.28

.33

.33

.37

.37

,I Li

Ngje: Each entry is the average of Lt correlations from
Table 9, under the following conditions:

0-Load = No load trials
3-Load = 3 load trials
6-Load = 6 load trials
Average = Average of the average correlations at 0, 3,

and 6 loads.
D - Different
S -=Same

The average correlation across load increases as more

and more tasks are lateralized to the same hemisphere. The

all different correlations are the best interhemispheric

correlation coefficients since they are measures of LH and

RH functioning.
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Another technique for assessing the degree of coupling

as load is increased is through the percentage of common

variance explained by a general factor at each load

condition. This is a rougher estimate of coupling than the

all different correlations because it includes correlations

in the matrix of measures which are not fully lateralized to

different hemispheres. A principal components factor

analysis of each load condition for the standard deviation

of RT measure is reported in Table 12. The expected

ordering of the percentage of common variance accounted for

at each load condition was obtained, zero load first, three

load intermediate, and six load the highest. Even though

the factor analysis produced the expected results, it should

be approached with some caution due to the large number of

variables, 8 variables, and the relatively small number of

subjects, 60 subjects, for a factor analysis.

Gender differences were investigated on the standard

deviation of RT measure in the same manner as the entire

sample, except for the lack of a principal components factor

analysis due to the reduced sample size, 30 subjects of each

sex. Significant gender differences were not found in the

interhemispheric correlations. Intercorrelations increase

for males and females as a function of load in the same

manner as the entire sample. Tables 13 through 18 present

the breakdown of the intercorrelations by gender. These

tables are included in the appendix.
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Table 12

Principal Components Factor Analuses of Standard Deviation

of Reaction Times: Factor Loadings for Each Load Condition

Condition (First Factor)

OF Task Zero Load Three Load Six Load

Bargraphs LUF .681 .709 .699

(Letter Load)

Bargraphs RUF .785 .663 .762

(Letter Load)

Words LUF .592 .726 .681

(Letter Load)

Words RUF .73'1 .712 .741

(Letter Load)

Bargraphs LUF .625 .635 .636

(Spatial Load)

Bargraphs RUF .'75 .510 .699
(Spatial Load)

Words LUF .'132 .629 .589

(Spatial Load)

Words RUF .'182 .692 .575
(Spatial Load)

Note: Zero load condition eigenvalue - 3.10, accounted

for 37.6% of common variance; three load condition

eigenvalue - 3.51, accounted for q3.9% of common
variance; six load condition eigenvalue - 3.65,

accounted for 45.7: of common variance.
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Table 12 continued

Principal Components Factor Analuses of Standard Deviation

of Reaction Times: Factor Loadings for Each Load Condition

Condition (Second Factor)

OF Task Zero Load Three Load Six Load

Bargraphs LUF -. 237 - .96 -.2
(Letter Load)

Bargraphs RUF -.151 -.128 -. 1'f6
(Letter Load)

Words LUF -. 581 -.432 .L9Lj
(Letter Load)

Words RUF -.245 -.05' f.3-1
(Letter Load)

Bargraphs LF .L*7lt .183 -. 501
(Spatial Load)

Bargraphs RUF .597 .664 - .f90
(Spatial Load)

Words LUF .060 .002 .If6
(Spatial Load)

Words RYF .L11 .L81 .160
(Spatial Load)

Note: Zero load condition eigenvalue 1.23, accounted
for 15.'f% of common variance; three load condition
eigenvalue - 1.16, accounted for 1q.5% of common
variance; six load condition eigenvalue = 1.16,
accounted for 1f.5% of common variance.
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Discussion - Experiments 2 and 3: Correlational results.

Correlational analyses were expected to identify a

relationship between measures of OF task performance and

general intelligence. However, the homogeneity of the

college undergraduate sample, produced a restricted range on

the measure of fluid intelligence, and consequently

prevented identifying a relationship between task

performance and "g" as a function of load. However, a

principal components factor analysis of the standard

deviation of RTs did show an increase in the proportion of

variance accounted for as load increased. A similar stair

stepping in the proportion of variance accounted for by the

first factor as load increases, with zero load being the

lowest, three load intermediate, and six load the highest,

is present in prior research (Berryman & Kennelly, 1980).

Second factor loadings suggest the presence of left and

right hemisphere "resources" during task performance.

Letter load variables are negatively loaded, and spatial

load variables positively loaded, on the second factor in

the zero and three load conditions. In the six load

condition, the RH bargraph task is negatively loaded on the

second factor, and the LH word task positively loaded.

Another indicator of the stair stepping of correlations

as a function of load, is a test on the order of the

intercorrelations for the ' 8 standard deviation of RT

intercorrelations, 16 at each load condition, with load
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being different. In this case, there is an overall

significant increase in the magnitude of correlations 
as

load increases. Intercorrelations for the standard

deviation of RT, when task, load, and VF are different CI

intercorrelations at each level of load) increase in

magnitude as load increases. Denenberg (1980) proposed that

the degree of coupling of a general system is indicated by

the degree to which interhemispheric correlations are high.

The increase in magnitude of correlations signify a more

heavily coupled system, and greater reliance upon a common

"resource" for task performance as load increases. Also,

when more tasks are lateralized to the same hemisphere the

magnitude of the intercorrelations increase, indicating

performance being supported by a single hemisphere.

When broken down by sex, the same pattern of

intercorrelations of the standard deviation of RT measure

holds. Sex differences show up on correlations between

spatial retention and the standard deviation of RT on

spatial trials. Males show more significant correlations

between these measures. Males also show more significant

correlations between letter trial RTs and spatial retention

and spatial RT and spatial retention. In all cases

involving sex differences the spatial load is involved. As

shown by RT, retention, and accuracy measures, females have

more difficulty with RH tasks than do males (Kimura, 1987).

Perhaps the differences in the number of significant
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correlations are due to intrahemispheric coupling of the RH,

with males utilizing the RH more than females.



CHAPTER IL)

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Comparing results From the old letter load study of

Berryman and Kennelly (1930) and the present letter load

study shows large differences in OF advantages as a Function

of load. Even with a breakdown and re-analysis of the old

data, based on 8 trials per trial type, the RT data did not

replicate in the new letter load study. In the zero load

condition, the re-analysis shows a significant RH-LVF

advantage For the bargraph OF task. In contrast, the new

letter load analysis shows robust LH-RVF advantages For both

the bargraph and word tasks in the zero load condition.

After eliminating practice as an explanation For the

differences in VF advantages between the two letter load

studies, the only difference remaining is the presentation

time of the individual letters of the letter load.

Doubling the letter load presentation time in the new

letter load study allowed easier encoding, and may have

reduced the overall arousal of subjects during the zero load

condition. Arousal, caused by uncertainty, can

significantly influence VF processing advantages (Berryman &

Kennelly, 190; Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1983). During an

aroused state, LVF RT performance has been shown to improve

79
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more than RUF performance when subjects were given centrally

presented warning stimuli (Hielman & Van Den Abell, 1979).

With the new presentation times, and reduced arousal of

subjects, that LUF advantage is no longer present. Priming

effects of the LH load become more influential, and produce

the RUF advantages. Strien and Bouma (190) found a

selective activation effect of a LH load with improved

performance in the RUF.

Practice effects can also have a significant effect on

VF advantages CBradshaw & Nettleton, 1983). During spatial

load presentation trials, subjects were more practiced than

during the letter load trials and, as a result, produced a

RUF-LH advantage for the bargraph task which could not be

accounted for by spatial load priming in the same manner as

the LVF-RH advantage of the word task. This same RUF-LH

advantage is present in the last 8 trials of the old letter

load study which started as a LH-RUF advantage in the first

8 trials (Berryman & Kennelly, 1990). Therefore, practice

does seem to significantly influence the VF advantages

obtained in the zero load condition. However, since the

nature of the load, RH versus LH, is different in the two

studies, it is possible that load and/or practice is

responsible for the RUF-LH advantage of the bargraph task.

Bradshaw and Nettleton (1983) suggests the reversal in

UF advantage with practice may result from a combination of

the "inferior" hemisphere developing more skill to handle
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the stimuli, and the reduction in the RH "novelty" effect.

In the present study, the LH-RUF advantage of the bargraph

task is reversed from that of prior, research (Berryman &

Kennelly, 1990; Boles, 1987). In the letter load portion of

the study, the asymmetry can be accounted for by reduced

arousal due to increased load presentation times, and a LH

priming effect. During spatial load trials, "novelty" has

been reduced due to practice, and the nature of the load has

changed to a RH load. Therefore, the effects of practice,

priming, and "novelty" influence the OF advantages of these

visual hemifield tasks.

Unilateral presentation techniques typically do not

produce robust OF advantages for these bargraph and word

tasks (Berryman & Kennelly, 1989; Boles, 1986, 1987).

However, with the effects of load, priming, "novelty", and

practice, more processes appear to be operating than during

a simple unilateral presentation of lateralized tasks.

These processes may account for the fact that the obtained

UF advantages in all cases were not the "normal" LH-RF

advantage for the word task, or the RH-LUF advantage for the

bargraph task. The effects of practice and priming appear

to override the normal non-existence of a UF advantage

during unilateral presentation and the "normal" pattern of

asymmetries obtained during bilateral presentations.

In both experiments, VF advantages are eliminated when

loads, either letter or spatial, were presented. Priming
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and interference effects do occur as a function of load and

have been shown to produce shifts in UF advantages (Berryman

& Kennelly, 1990; Hellige & Cox, 1976; Kinsbourne & Byrd,

1989). Several of the priming and interference effects from

the zero to three load conditions may be accounted for the

effects of performing tasks close in functional cerebral

space (Kinsbourne & Hicks, 1978). Word task priming is in

the LUF for letter loads and RUF for spatial loads. Maximum

separation of encoding and load retention results in optimal

performance for the word task in light load conditions.

Hellige and Cox (1976) found similar word task priming in

the LUF, during light load conditions, and interference

effects in the RUF, with heavier loads. Six load letter

loads produce a similar interference effect in the RF for

the word task in the present study.

Bargraph task priming is in the LVF for both letter and

spatial loads. Light letter loads result in optimal

performance with bargraph task encoding and processing

occurring in the opposite hemisphere than the load.

However, a light spatial load improves the RH bargraph task

due to the priming effects of the RH load. The interference

effects of the letter load on RUF bargraph presentations is

due to interference of a LH load on LH performance of a RH

task, and the priming in the six load condition is a result

of a speed/accuracy tradeoff.
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Priming and interference effects on these visual

hemifield tasks are complex in nature. Prior research has

identified significant priming and interference effects,

particularly for LH verbal loads CBerryman & Kennelly, 1990;

Hellige & Cox, 1976; Kinsbourne & Byrd, 1985). Strien and

Bouma (1990) failed to find a priming effect of a RH load on

a LH task, but acknowledge that research on priming of RH

loads has been inconsistent. In the present study, whether

or not performance is improved or interfered with for

either task depends upon the difficulty of the task, the

nature of the task, LF of presentation, and type of load.

All dependent measures, RT, accuracy, and standard deviation

of RT, indicate the bargraph task is more difficult than the

word task, as does prior research employing these two visual

hemifield tasks (Berryman and Kennelly, 1989, 190; Boles,

1986, 1987). If the task is easy, as is the word task,

priming is best in the visual hemifield opposite the load,

and interference effects, even in the heavier loads, do not

occur. For the more difficult bargraph task, performance is

improved during light loads when the task is presented in

the "preferred" LUF. The bargraph task is more easily

interfered with, as shown by the 3 letter load condition,

due to interference of the LH load during RUF presentations.

However, a RH load actually enhances performance in the LUF.

Overall, VF advantages for the tasks are not

necessarily dependent upon their "preferred" hemisphere of



processing, but instead are affected by the complex

presentation conditions in the procedures. A simple

interhemispheric transfer model or independent 
processing

resources model cannot account for this complex

relationship. A more encompassing dynamic model of

asymmetry, which considers the relative status 
of both

hemispheres and their interaction, must be considered when

accounting for these results. OF processing advantages are

affected by load, task, difficulty, novelty, practice, and

presentation conditions CBerryman & Kennelly, 
1989,1990;

Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1983; Hellige & Cox, 1976; Kinsbourne

& Byrd, 1985).

The high accuracy scores in the present study mean 
that

performance is best represented by RT measures and

individual's standard deviation. During letter loads, less

variation occurs in the heavier load conditions, and may

result from an increase in task complexity from the 
heavier

load. Task complexity remained unchanged on the RT task,

but increased on the load task. Interestingly, the decrease

in variation as a function of load is in the LVF for word

presentations and RUF for bargraph presentations. 
This

implies an influence of load on the transfer mechanisms of

stimulus image from one hemisphere to the "preferred"

hemisphere of processing.

Independent analysis of retention performance 
during

the three and six load conditions indicate several tradeoff
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strategies of subjects during dual task presentations,

particularly for six letter load retention. 
For the three

letter load trials, only main effects for task are present,

with the word task resulting in better retention, RT, and

accuracy overall. Once again, the word task appears to be

easier than the bargraph task (Berryman & Kennelly, 
19889).

Six letter load retention is affected by task and 
UF of

presentation. Superior retention during RUF bargraph

presentations and LYF word presentations is 
due to the

bargraph task causing retention problems when 
presented in

the LYF. The overall poorer retention with LYF bargraph

presentations is offset by an accuracy improvement, with

better accuracy in the LYF versus the RUF. An obvious

retention and accuracy tradeoff is present, with superior

retention in the RUF and an emphasis on accuracy in the LUF.

Prior research indicates similar tradeoffs in performance

during dual task presentation conditions. When faced with

attention demanding tasks, subjects' performance on one or

both tasks usually suffer as task complexity is increased

(Posner, 1982). Another possible explanation may be that

subjects have difficulty shifting attention from the 
load to

the RT task for the bargraph task in the LYF, but not the

RUF. This is consistent with prior findings of the

difficulty in re-orient attention under attentional

demanding conditions (Berryman & Kennelly, 1990; Posner &

Petersen, 1990).
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Spatial retention trials do not indicate 
a tradeoff of

performance on the 3 dependent measures of RT, accuracy, and

retention. Superior retention in the RUF occurs during word

presentations for both the three and six load 
conditions.

The three load word advantage is due to an interfering

effect of the bargraph task when presented in the RUF. 
The

lighter three load retention is actually better 
when load

and bargraphs are performed in the same hemisphere,

apparently caused by a priming effect. The six load word

advantage is due to an improvement of retention when word

tasks were presented in the RUF versus LUF. During the

heavier, more demanding load condition, separation of load

and word task encoding is important, perhaps due to the

difficulty in disengaging attention (Kinsbourne & Hicks,

1973; Posner & Petersen, 1990).

A parsimonious explanation of load retention versus

task performance is difficult. Task complexity, magnitude

and type of load, and OF of presentation influence retention

and visual hemifield task performance. A consistent

retention/accuracy tradeoff may not have occurred because of

the excellent overall accuracy performance of subjects. For

the bargraph task, congruency of lateral attention with load

is important, with LH letter loads and RYF presentations or

RH spatial loads and LYF presentations resulting in the best

retention performance. Urbanczyk and Kennelly (in press)

found that better STM retention occurred when attention was
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allocated congruently. However, for the easier word task,

maximum separation of functional cerebral space supporting

task performance and retention is necessary for optimal dual

task performance CKinsbourne & Hicks, 1979).

All differences between males and females, by either

ANOUAs or differences in correlations, indicate females

experience a greater difficulty on the RH bargraph 
task

compared to males. Males are faster than females on letter

load trials in both visual fields, but more so in the LVF

than RUF. Females are less variable on the word task than

on the bargraph task, and males are less variable compared

to females on the bargraph task during letter load trials.

On spatial load trials, males perform equally well on

bargraph or words, but females perform better on the LH word

task in the three and six load conditions. Males have less

variation on the bargraph task compared to females, but not

the word task, and are faster and more accurate in the six

load condition on bargraphs.

Correlational analyses indicate more male reliance upon

a RH "resource" than females, as shown by correlations

between spatial retention and RT measures. Any sex

differences in the number of significant correlations

involve the RH spatial load. The overall performance

pattern indicates better performance of males subjects 
on

the RH bargraph task. Kimura (1987) summarizes evidence for
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the superiority of males, over females, when performing RH,

spatial tasks.

Correlational analyses performed on individual's

standard deviation of RT were interpreted within Denenberg's

(1980) general systems framework. Intercorrelations

generally increase as a function of load, 
signifying a more

heavily coupled system, and a greater reliance upon a common

"resource" for task performance under the higher load

conditions. Several analyses indicate this general finding.

A principal components factor analysis shows 
an increase in

the proportion of variance accounted for 
by the first factor

as load increased, with zero load being the lowest, three

load intermediate, and six load the highest. Also,

intercorrelations, when task, load, and OF are different,

are lowest and increase as more tasks are lateralized to the

same hemisphere or as load increases. Evidently as

complexity of the task is increased, through an increased

load, there is more evidence for interhemispheric coupling.

As load increases, tasks lateralized to different

hemispheres come to rely upon a more general "resource" to

support task performance. A similar interhemispheric

coupling pattern and principal components analysis was

obtained in Berryman and Kennelly (1990).

Subjects were administered a fluid abilities sampler

for assessing the nature of the general "resource" which

subjects come to rely upon under conditions of attentional
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demand. Prior research indicates a relationship exist

between "g" and dual task performance, with more reliance

upon "g" under conditions of attentional demand (Hunt, et

al.,, 1989; Stankov, 1983). However, these results indicate

essentially no relationship between "g" and performance in

this dual task paradigm. One possible explanation is the

homogeneity of the sample of undergraduate college students.

Jensen (1982a) found the range of scores on a fluid

abilities test to be critical when investigating the

relationship between general intelligence and RT tasks.

Another explanation may be that the general "resource" is

not related to "g", but is instead a specific ability

necessary for performance of these dual tasks. The

principal components analysis yielded a second factor, with

loadings suggesting the presence of left and right

hemisphere "resources" during task performance.

Correlational results support two lines of reasoning

concerning hemispheric coupling and lateralized task

performance. On the one hand, left and right hemispheres

can be viewed as operating independently under certain

presentation conditions, consistent with an interpretation

of the hemispheres acting like independent processing

resources (Freidman & Poison, 1981). When more tasks are

lateralized to the same hemisphere the magnitude of the

intercorrelations increase, indicating performance being

supported by a single hemisphere. However, as load
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increases, even with tasks lateralized to different

hemispheres, more interhemispheric coupling occurs,

resulting in more integration of hemispheric processing

resources. In general, across load the magnitude of the

intercorrelations also increase as load increases. 
This

pattern indicates the hemispheres do not operate

independently, but instead are part of a general system

which becomes more coupled as task complexity increases

CDenenberg, 1980).

Correlational analyses failed to yield significant sex

differences in processing "resources" other than the heavy

reliance of male subjects upon the RH. Any overall coupling

differences are absent. When task, load, and OF are

different, both male and female intercorrelations stair step

from the zero load being the lowest, three load

intermediate, and six load the highest. In prior research,

females typically depend more upon a common "resource" than

males (Berryman & Kennelly, 1990; Urbanczyk & Kennelly, in

press). However, these studies utilized retention measures

at different load conditions to reach their conclusions.

The ceiling effects of three load retention performance in

the present study prevent a similar analysis and comparison.

In general, it appears there is a significant influence

of presentation and procedural differences in the divided

attention paradigm. Task complexity, nature of the task,

presentation conditions, magnitude and type of load,
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practice, and "novelty" effects influence performance in a

research paradigm of this type. OF asymmetries, utilization

of processing "resources", degree of hemispheric coupling,

and sex differences are sensitive to these variables. The

relationship between task performance, utilizing these tasks

and procedures, and "g" still remains a question. Jensen

(1288a) suggests that the relationship between choice

reaction time and intelligence exists, but is very difficult

to isolate experimentally.



APPENDIX

TABLES BY GENDER
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Table 13

Visual-Field Tasks: Itor.

off Reaction Time as a Function of Load

t F standard Deviation

for Males

Bar
Zero Load LUF

Bar LUF-L 1.00

Bar RUF-L

Word LUF-L

Word IRVF-L

Bar LUF-S

Bar RUF-S

Word LUF-S

Word RVF-S

Three Load

Bar LUF-L 1.00

Bar R UF-L

Word LUF-L

Word RVF-L

Bar LL.F-S

Bar RUF-S

Word LUF-S

Word RUF-S

Letter Load

Bar Word
RYF LVF

.6"** .26

1.00 .L6**

1.00

.0**

1 .00

.61 **

.22

1.00

Word
RUF

.5o**

1.00

.57**

.39*

.29

1.00

Bar
LUF

.19

.26

.09

.29

1.00

.36*

8*

.91*

.28

1.00

Spatial Load

Bar Word
RYF LVF

.*L5* .23

.68** .30

.19 -. 0Li

.92* .2Li

.33 . LB '
1.00 .5B*

1.00

.13

52**

.17

.27

.5**

1.00

.35

.33

. 56**

.17

1.00

Note: L - Letter Load
S = Spatial Load

* 2. < .05

** P. < .01

Bar = Bargraphs Task
Word = Words Task

Word
RUF

.02

.1Lf

.01

-. 01

.16

.31

.19

1.00

.36

.53**

. 12*

.53**

.58 *

.55**

1.00

,rr. r

I

E
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Table 13 continued

Visual-Field Tasks: Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation

of Reaction Time as a Function of Load for Males

Bar
Six Load LUF

Bar LUF-L 1.00

Bar RUF-L

Word LUF-L

Word RUF-L

Bar LUF-S

Bar RF-S

Word LVF-S

Word RUF-B

Letter Load

Bar Word
RUF LVF

.L5* .55**

1.00 .7**

1.00

Word
RUF

.68**

1.00

Bar
LVF

.f0

.36*

.L1*

1.00

Spatial Load

Bar Word
RUF LYF

.63** ,LjLj*

.L8** .15

.29 .38*

.53** .52**

.50** .27

1.00 .55**

1.00

Note: L - Letter Load
S - Spatial Load

* a < .05
** a < .01

Bar = Bargraphs Task
Word = Words Task

Word
RVF

.37*

.32

.36*

.36

.32

.26

1.00

....

r

i

1
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Table 1'

Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation of Reaction Times

as a Function of Load. Usual Field. and Task for Males

Load Condition

0-Lo.ad[ 3,-Lo a~d, 6-Logad .

Measures I ntercorrelated

Word LVF CL) / Bar RVF CS) .19 .17 .29

Bar LUF CL) / Word RUF CS) .02 .36 .37*

Bar RUF CL) / Word LUF CS) .30 .33 .15

Word RUF CL) / Bar LVF CS) .29 .28 .1*

Note: These conditions represent maximum separation of

performance by load, visual field, and task.

Bar - Bargraph Task * Pa< .05.
Word = Word Task ** a < .01.
LUF = Left Visual Field
RUF Right Visual Field
L = Letter Load
S Spatial Load
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Table 15

Average Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation of Reaction

Time as a Function of Load. Visual Field. and Task for ales

Load Condition

o3 6verae

Loadt

D

D

D

S

S

13

S

D

D

S

S

D

Task

D

0

S

0

S

0

S

.20

.22

.L2

.21

.39

.39

.29

.39

.41

. 3

.i9

.52

.50

.31

.*8

SLis

.99

.27

.3L

.38

. 3

.kto

.j6

.'#6

!o e: Each entry is the average of i correlations from
Table 13, under the following conditions:

0-Load - No load trials
3-Load = 3 load trials
6-Load - 6 load trials
Average A Average of the average correlations at 0, 3,

and 6 loads.

D - Different
S -=Same
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Table 16

«.. tiStandrd Dlpvit n nn

of Reaction Time as a Function of Load for Females

Bar
Zero Load LYF

Bar LYF-L 1.00

Bar RVF-L

Word LYF-L

Word RF-L

Bar LF-S

Bar RVF-S

Word LYF-S

Word RYF-S

Three Load

Bar LYF-L 1.00

Bar RYF-L

Word LYF-L

Word RUF-L

Bar LYF-S

Bar RF-S

Word LF-S

Word RF-S

Letter Load

Bar Word
RYF LYF

.30 .62**

1.00 .t7**

1.00

.08**

1.04 .i6*

1.00

Note: L = Letter Load
S = Spatial Load

*a < .05

** < .01

Bar Bargraphs Task
Word = Words Task

Word
RUB"

.33

.5Lj**

.50**

1-.00

Bar
LVF

.12*

. If1*

.30

1.00

Spatial

Bar
RYF

.19

-. 11

.05

.92*

1900

Load

Word
LYF

.23

.06

.32

.31

.06

-.07

1.00

Word
RYF

.2s

.B9**

.37*

.28

.17

1.00

.39*

.17

.03**

1.00

.37*

.15

.25

.18

1.00

.25

-.10

.15

.35

.26

1.00

.51**

.3Lj

3L*

.31

16*

.11

.15

.33

.13

.22

.003

1.00

1.00

Visual.-Fie ld Tsks: Intercorrey .Iu1 u; s AIm i.. . ...
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Table 16 continued

Visual-Field Tasks: Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation

of Reaction Time as a Function of Load for Females

Bar
Six Load LVF

Bar LUF-L 1.00

Bar RUF-L

Word LVF-L

Word RVF-L

Bar LUF-S

Bar RUF-S

Word LVF-S

Word RUF-S

Letter Load

Bar Word
RUF LVF

.L3* .23

1.00 .37*

1.00

Note: L - Letter Load
S = Spatial Load

* p < .05
** 2 < .01

Bar - Bargraphs Task
Word = Words Task

Word
RUF

.08

t8**

.55**

1.00

Bar
LVF

.17

.52**

.14*

.35

1.00

Spatial

Bar
RYF

.39*

.61**

-.02

.10

.60**

1.00

Load

Word
LVF

.26

31f

.55**

.38*

.09

.05

Word
RUF

.L18**

.28

.23

.0*

.20

. 59*1.00

1.00

1

1

i

1
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Table 17

Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation of Reaction Times

as a Function of Load Visual Field. and Task for Females

Load Condition

0-.Load 1 3-Lpoad 6-Loa,

Measures Intercorrelated

Word LYF CL) / Bar RUF CS) -.11 .15.-.0B

Bar LVF CL) / Word RUF CS) .29 .11.5s**

Bar RVF CL) / Word LUF CS) .06 .3 t.34

Word RUF CL) / Bar LUF CS) .30 .18 .35

N : These conditions represent maximum separation of
performance by load, visual field, and task.

Bar - Bargraph Task * a,< .05.
Word Word Task ** a < .01.
LVF - Left Visual Field
RUF - Right Visual Field
L - Letter Load
S - Spatial Load
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Table 18

Averae Intercorrelations of Standard Deviation of Reaction

Time as a Function of Load. Jisual Field. and Task for Females

Load Condition

6-Lad Average

Load

D

D

D

S

D

S

S

SL.

D

S

D

El

S

S

El

Task

D

D

S

D

S

D

S

.1'

.30

.31

.36

.35

.36

.35

.20

.32

.27

.38

."0

.32

.35

.32

.25

.39

.14k

.39

.25

.53

.22

.29

.32

.29

.38

.32

.L1

Not;e:Each entry is the average of q correlations from
Table 16, under the following conditions:

0-Load - No load trials
3-Load = 3 load trials
6-Load = 6 load trials
Average - Average of the average correlations at 0, 3,

and 6 loads.

D -=Different
S -=Same
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